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1 Introduction

• CiTonga is a Bantu language spoken in northern Malawi, closely related to Chichewa
and Tumbuka.

• Based on a 2009 census, there are an estimated 271,000 speakers.

• The language is under-documented, but a general tonal analysis is presented in Bick-
more & Mkochi (2018, 2019); Mkochi & Bickmore (To Appear).

• This paper explores four key research questions regarding tone and depressor conso-
nants in Malawian CiTonga:

1. Which depressor effects are phonological/categorical, and which are phonetic/gradient?

2. For the gradient effects, can one establish a hierarchy of natural classes where
each group has a distinct lowering effect on the pitch of the following TBU?

3. With the gradient lowering, can the consonant with the strongest effect neutralize
an underlying H to a L?

4. What aspects of this hierarchy are consistent or unusual as compared with evi-
dence for other Bantu languages?

1.1 The Data

• All verb forms elicited for this study were collected by a native 42-year-old male speaker
in Albany, New York from the Nkhata Bay district of Malawi.2.

• Each verb was elicited in the frame Kamba cáa káćıvii ‘Say to not again’
to avoid effects of a general phrase-final penultimate lengthening rule.

• Each verb form was elicited three times and then the F0 was averaged across all three
elicitations.

1Thanks to all the following for helpful comments and suggestions: Adam Gordon, Bonny Sands, Rod
Casali, Alexis Michaud, Lauren Clemens, Emily Cibelli, Abby Cohn, Joyce Mathangwane, Scott Meyers,
Nicholas Rolle, the Cornell phonetics-phonology group, and the audience and anonymous reviewers of AMP
2020.

2It should be noted that the consultant of this paper is the second author.
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• All recordings were time-normalized across 10 equal time periods.

2 CiTonga Tone Basics

• We assume an underlying contrast of H vs. toneless TBUs.

• Infinitival verb forms consist of the following morphology:
ku + [stemRoot + (Extensions) + a]

• The prefix /ku-/ and final vowel /-a/ are underlyingly toneless, but the root is con-
trastively either H or toneless.

• A “melodic” (grammatical) H is added to each verb form.

• The melodic H docks onto the stem-initial TBU when the stem is toneless and onto
the stem-final TBU when the root is H.

• There are two key phonological rules that affect the surface tone of an infinitive verb
form:

(1) High Tone Doubling (HTD): Spread a H tone to the following TBU.

(2) Reverse Meeussen’s Rule (RMR): Delete the first of two Hs linked to
adjacent TBUs.

• The resulting surface forms of two segmentally identical verbs are shown below, where
(3) has an underlying toneless root and (4) has an underlying H root.

(3) Toneless Root: ku-śıt-á ‘to iron clothes’
/ku-sit-a + H/ → ku-śıt-a (Melodic H Docking) → ku-śıt-á (High Tone Dou-
bling)

(4) High Root: ku-sit-á ‘to give money’
/ku-śıt-a + H/ → ku-śıt-á (Melodic H Docking) → ku-sit-á (Reverse Meeussen’s
Rule)
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3 Phonological Blocking of High Tone Doubling

• High Tone Doubling is blocked by voiced obstruents and aspirates.

• A full consonant inventory is presented in Table 1 with consonants that block HTD
marked in red.

p t c k

ph th ch kh

mph nth ñch Nkh

b d é g

mb nd ñé Ng

f s h

v z

m n ñ N

V j î w

Table 1: Consonant inventory of Malawian CiTonga
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• The following minimal pairs illustrate the difference in pitch realization between a form
with a non-depressor in C2 position of the C1VC2 root (5), and one with a depressor
in C2 position (6).

(5) ku-Vé V -á ‘to thatch’
(/ku-VeV-a + H/ > ku-VéV-a (MH Docking) > ku-VéV-á (HTD))

(6) ku-Vé é -a ‘to fish’

(/ku-Veé-a +H/ > ku-Véé-a (MH Docking))

• A glide ([w], [j]) following a consonant does not affect its blocking status. E.g. [zj],
[phw] block HTD.
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• HTD blocker classes (aspirates & voiced obstruents) are both significantly different
from the HTD non-blocker classes (voiceless obstruents, pre-nasalized obstruents, sono-
rants), as shown below.

Figure 1: Mean vowel F0 following blocker consonant classes vs. non-blocker consonant
classes in C2 position

⇒ The phonologically motivated groups of consonants with respect to the blocking of
High Tone Doubling are as follows:

– Non-blockers: Prenasalized voiced stops, voiceless obstruents, sonorants

– Blockers: Aspirates (+glide), voiced obstruents (+glide)

4 Gradient High Tone Lowering

• In ku-C1VC2-a infinitival forms, where the H on the root V undergoes HTD (i.e. C2

is not a blocker), C1 has an effect on the pitch of the root vowel.

• Figure 2 below shows the pitch tracing averages for the following groups of conso-
nants/onsets: voiced obstruent, voiced obstruent + glide, aspirate, aspirate + glide,
sonorant, prenasalized voiced obstruent, voiceless obstruent.
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Figure 2: Pitch of verb stem by C1 class

• An ANOVA test with a post-hoc Tukey test reveals that these 7 onset types form
four statistically significant groups in terms of their effect on the pitch of the following
vowel, shown below from highest to lowest pitch. (Those groups which block HTD are
shown in red).

⇒ The phonetically motivated groups of consonants with respect to pitch depression are
as follows:

F
0

wwwwwwwwwww�

- Prenasalized voiced stops

- Voiceless obstruents, sonorants, aspirates + glide, voiced obstruents + glide

- Aspirates

- Voiced obstruents

4.1 Typological Observations

4.1.1 Expected/Unsurprising observations

1. The pitch of the root vowel is lower after a voiced obstruent.

4.1.2 Somewhat to very unexpected observations

1. The average pitch following voiceless obstruents is not statistically different from sono-
rants.

2. There is a higher pitch after prenasnalized voiced stops, equal to that of the pitch
following voiceless obstruents. In neighboring Chichewa, Cibelli (2015) shows that
prenasalized stops have a lowering effect (as compared to plain nasals). Hyman (2013)
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notes in all known cases of Bantu languages which contrast voiced and voiceless pre-
nasalized stops, the voiced prenasalized stops act as depressors. They do not act as
depressors in CiTonga (with regards to both blocking and gradient lowering) making
the language the first documented case of its kind in this respect.

3. There is a lower pitch following aspirates. Aspirates generally raise pitch. E.g. in
Chichewa, tone is highest after aspirates. Still, three other known Bantu cases where
(voiceless) aspirates have a depressing effect on tone include Ikalanga (Hyman & Math-
angwane, 1998), Nambya (Downing & Gick, 2005) and Xitsonga (Lee, 2009). (Though
in these cases the effect is claimed to be phonological, not phonetic/gradient).

5 Near Neutralization

• Our next question is: Can gradient High Tone Lowering in the most extreme cases
cause the pitch to dip into the range of a phonologically Low tone?

• Recall from Section 2, the minimal tone pairs created in bisyllabic stems:

– When the root is toneless, infinitives surface as L-H-H (with Doubling). When
root is H, it surfaces as L-L-H (Reverse Meeussen’s Rule). See Figure 3.

Figure 3: ku-ẃıl-á (toneless /wil/) ‘to consume (grains/legumes)’ vs. ku-wil-á (H /ẃıl/) ‘to
be caught’

– When C1 of the root is a strong depressor (i.e. voiced obstruents), the F0 of the
stems are no longer significantly different (t(29) = 1.78, p = 0.24) due to the
depressed pitch on the phonologically High root vowel. See Figure 4.

Figure 4: ku-gánd-á (toneless /gand/) ‘to hit’ vs. ku-gand-á (H /gánd/) ‘to mark an enemy’
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• In a perceptual discrimination test, a native speaker was played, in random order, 22
audio files of the L and H infinitive forms of 11 sets of tonal minimal pairs.

• In each case C1 was either a voiced obstruent or aspirate.

• When asked to identify the meaning of each, the speaker was successful 72% of the
time.

⇒ We take this as evidence that gradient High Tone Lowering has led to a partial/near
phonological neutralization in this context.

6 Theoretical Implications

1. Blocking of High Tone Doubling

• Bradshaw (1999) proposes Low/voiced as the same feature.

• This correctly predicts depressor effects of voiced obstruents; but not for aspirates
as they are phonologically and phonetically voiceless.

2. Phonetic Gradient High Tone Lowering

• Assuming phonology → phonetic implementation, CiTonga shows much of the
phonetic implementation is language specific.

• Voiced obstruent + glide and aspirate + glide onsets have equal depressive effects
as sonorants.

• This can be explained in terms of adjacency. For phonetic implementation, what
triggers depression effects is the segment immediately preceding the vowel.

– In the case of depressor + glide onsets, it is the [+sonorant] glide which is
adjacent to the vowel, explaining why these onsets behave like other lone sono-
rants. This follows directly if these glides are segmental, forming a complex
onset (e.g.[zj]) rather than being secondary articulations (e.g. [zj]).

– In phonology, what blocks HTD is the presence of a depressor C (aspirate or
voiced obstruent) regardless of whether it is adjacent to the following vowel
or separated by a glide.

• The lowering effect of aspirates is perhaps due to phonologization of aspirates as
blockers of HTD.

• A remaining question to be explored is why prenasalized voiced stops have a
phonetic raising effect.
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